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Due Monday April 17 at 10am. Either at Reception of 231 Cory or by e-mail to
jan@eecs.berkeley.edu

FOR ALL YOUR ANSWERS, BE CONCISE AND TO THE POINT. VER-
BOUSNESS DOES NOT GET YOU ANY EXTRA CREDIT. YET, MAKE SURE
TO EXPLAIN ASSUMPTIONS AND MODELS USED.

1) What are the advantages and disadvantages of using caches in embedded real-time
applications?

What can be done  to weaken the impact of the disadvantages?

2) What technology is typically used for on-chip cache?

• DRAM

• SRAM

• Content-addressable memory

3) For a fixed silicon area explain the general impact of increasing block size in a cache. In
particular explain why increasing block size arbitrarily doesn't improve performance arbi-
trarily.

If silicon are were unlimited would larger block sizes result in continuous improvements
in performance?

4) Compare the characteristics of the following caching approaches IF SILICON AREA
WERE UNLIMITED!

Direct mapped N-way set associative Fully associative

Cache Size
Compulsory Miss
Conflict Miss
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Capacity  Miss
Coherence Miss

5) Give a simple example illustrating each of the following types of parallelism:

a) Bit-level
b) Instruction-level
c) Loop-level
d) Thread level
e) Process level

6) Categorize the Hydra system presented in class according to the following classifica-
tion scheme:

• General purpose/special purpose

• Granularity - capability of a basic module

•  Topology - interconnection/communication geometry

•  Nature of coupling - loose to tight

• Control-data mechanisms

• Task allocation and routing methodology

•  Reconfigurable

• Computation
• Interconnect

• Programmer’s model/Language support/ models of computation

• Implementation - IC, Board, Multiboard, Networked

7. a. Describe the main advantages and disadvantages offered by the SONICs on-chip bus
approach. Discuss how some of these disadvantages could be mitigated.

b. Determine what categorizations hold for the Silicon Backplane (and explain why)

• Memory-Bus, I/O Bus or Backplane Bus

• synchronous/asynchronous

• arbitration: daisy-chain, centralized, self-selection, collision detection

• separate versus shared address / data lines

• pipelined or non-pipelined

8. Give definitions for the following terms:

- model-of-computation

- model-of-architecture

-Y-chart
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Describe how the adaptation of a well-defined model of computation, when describing a
set of applications to be mapped onto an implementation platform, aids the architectural
exploration process. Give an example (not the example that is used in the lectures ...)

9. Consider a 1 Gbit/sec ethernet network. Assume that the maximum length of the cable
is 10 m and that the sender and receiver overhead equals 500 µsecs. Determine what
packet lengths will alllow us to achieve an effective bandwith that is at least 80% of the
Peak BW. What is the network-latency for a packet of that length?

10. Describe the function of the CRC in the implementation of a network protocol. 

• Is it always fool proof? 

• Explain why current on-chip busses do not employ CRC. 

• Describe three scenario’s of future on-chip integrated networks where CRC will 
become an essential component.

GOOD LUCK!


